Founded in 1878, Université de Montréal (UdeM) features among the world’s top universities and its Faculty of Law consistently ranks among the best law schools in the world. UdeM comprises thirteen faculties, two affiliated schools and more than 80 departments. Montreal ranks among the highest in Canada both in terms of research centres and student cities.

Uniquely tailored to international students seeking an edge in the competitive field of international business law, our LL.M. Business Law in a Global Context is a full time 12-month program that offers students advanced knowledge of North American law, comparative law and international law, in addition to addressing the growing complexity of law in a globalized world.

The program is conceived in such a manner as to equip participating students with significant analytical and research skills. The following feature among the courses offered:

- Western Legal Systems
- Common Law Aspects of Commercial Transactions
- Business Organization and Governance
- Secured Transactions and Bankruptcy
- Intellectual and Industrial Property
- Electronic Commerce Law
- International Commercial Dispute Resolution
- Legal Aspects of International Finance
- International Tax Law for Business Lawyers
- Globalization and Emerging Economies
- International Economic Crimes
- Legal Practice in Canada

For further information, please consult:
droit.umontreal.ca -or- businesslawglobalcontext.wordpress.com

You may also wish to contact:
Prof. Marie-Claude Rigaud
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND COMMUNICATIONS
Email: info-droit@umontreal.ca
Tel.: 001 514-343-6124

*All courses in this program are offered in English.